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Let F, denote the (Abelian) group of diffeomorphisms of 3-l 
modulo those extendable to diffeomorphisms of B”. Each element u of 
r, gives rise to a differentiable sphere Zn (also denoted by Z,), well- 
defined up to orientation-preserving diffeomorphism, that is constructed 
by splitting Sn along the equator 9-l and pasting the upper to the 
lower hemisphere using an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism 
representing 0. 
Let M be a connected differentiable n manifold. The correspondence 
which assigns to M and u the connected sum M # & defines an action 
of r, on the set of diffeomorphism classes of n manifolds. The subgroup 
of r, that acts trivially on the diffeomorphism class of M is called by 
Kosinski the inertia group I(M) of M. Some facts about this group are 
known; for instance, it may vanish, or it may be the entire group [2]. 
Now instead of considering diffeomorphism classes of manifolds, one 
may consider concordance classes of triangulated manifolds. 
Two differentiable structures p and /3’ on a nonbounded PL (piecewise 
linear) manifold K are said to be concordant if there is a differentiable 
structure y on the PL manifold K x I whose restrictions to K x 0 
and K x 1 equal /3 and /3’, respectively. Concordance implies diffeo- 
morphism, but not conversely. 
Let M denote the differentiable manifold KB with its PL structure 
forgotten. We show in Section 1 how M # Z0 induces a differentiable 
structure /3’ on K that equals /I outside a combinatorial ball, and prove 
that the concordance class of p’ is well-defined. In this way we define 
an action of r, on the set of concordance classes of differentiable struc- 
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tures on K; the subgroup that acts trivially on the concordance class of 
/I is called the concordance inertia group of K, . The group depends 
only on the differentiable structure, so we denote it by Zc(M). 
In general I,(&!) is smaller than Z(M); it is the purpose of the present 
paper to construct examples for which Z,(M) # 0 (answering a question 
of W. Browder), and examples for which Z,(M) # Z(M). 
Specifically, we prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let M be the total space of a D bundle over 2 having a 
cross-section. Let CL in ni_,(SO(j)) be the characteristic map for the normal 
bundle of the cross-section. Then Z,(M) = T~(I’~+J. 
Here 7, : F,+i -+ ri+j is the so-called “Milnor-Munkres-Novikov” 
twisting homomorphism; it is defined in 2.1 below. Milnor and Novikov 
independently found cases where it was nonzero. A generalization and 
further computation have been given by J. Levine [3]; our TV is just 
his 6(a, 0; 0, CX). 7, also appears in R. de Sapio’s work on the diffeo- 
morphism classification of sphere bundles over spheres [7]. 
The fact that IJM) contains T~(Z’~+~) can be proved by a direct geo- 
metric argument (see 2.4), and this suffices to find examples where 
Z,(M) # 0; the stronger result requires our smoothing theory. We use 
the stronger result to give examples for which Z,(M) # Z(M). Specifically, 
our theorem implies that Z,(P x zj) = 0, whereas Levine has shown 
that in many cases Z(,F x ,5?) # 0. 
Throughout the paper, let K be a connected, nonbounded PL n manifold, 
with an orientation specified if one exists. Let p be a differentiable structure 
on K, and let M denote KB with its PL structure forgotten. 
1. THE ACTION OF F, ON CONCORDANCE CLASSES 
1.1. DEFINITION. If o is in Z’,, the connected sum M # .&, may be 
defined as follows: Choose an imbedding u : Rn -+ M (orientation- 
preserving if that makes sense) and a diffeomorphism + : ,FF1--+ P-l 
representing u, of degree 1. Define M # &, as that differentiable manifold 
whose topological space is that of M, and whose differentiable structure 
is specified by requiring inclusion M - u(O) + M and u+’ : Rn -+ M 
to be differentiable imbeddings, where the homeomorphism 4’ : Rn --+ Rn 
is the radial extension of 4. (This is readily seen to be the same as the 
definition in [l] if one recalls that &, is obtained by pasting two hemi- 
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spheres together via +.) If M is oriented, M # Z0 is oriented by requiring 
u+’ to preserve orientation. 
1.2. DEFINITION. Given K, /3, and M, let M # C, be constructed 
as in 1.1. The identity map i : K -+ M is a PD (piecewise differentiable) 
triangulation, but the identity map of K onto M # ,ZO is not. We prove 
there exists a PD triangulation h : K --t M # &. that equals the identity 
outside the ball u(P). If p ’ is the differentiable structure on K induced 
by h, then /3’ equals p outside a combinatorial ball, and the concordance 
class of /3’ depends only on u and the concordance class of ,8. We denote 
p’ by p o a; this defines an action of T, on concordance classes of differen- 
tiable structures on K. 
The set of those u for which /3 0 cr is concordant to /? forms a subgroup 
of r, independent of the PL structure of M and of its orientation (if any). 
It is called the concordance inertia group of M, and denoted by I,(M). 
Proof that the group is well-de$ned. We first show that the concor- 
dance class of /3’ is independent of the choice of h. Let h’ : K + M # Zq 
be another PD triangulation that equals the identity outside the ball 
u(P). Choose a combinatorial ball D in K containing this topological 
ball. (One way of doing this is to take a combinatorial ball C in Rn whose 
interior contains Bn, and approximate u : C + M by an imbedding u’ 
that is PL as a map into K (10.12 of [5]); let D = u’(C).) Then h-lh’ 
is a PL homeomorphism of K that equals the identity outside the 
combinatorial ball D. The Alexander construction gives a PL isotopy 
connecting h-lh’ and the identity. Then there is a PD isotopy connecting 
h’ and h; the differentiable structure it induces on K x 1 is the desired 
concordance. 
Now we prove existence of h. Using 10.4 (a) and 10.11 of [5], we may 
alter i : K + M within u(B”) to obtain a PD triangulation g : K -+ M 
that induces a triangulation of the submanifold u(BJ, where B, is the 
ball of radius E = l/2. Define h equal to g on the subcomplex 
K,, = g-l(M - u(Int B,)). Let K1 = Cl(K - K,,); it is a combinatorial 
ball (since it smoothly triangulates B, under u-k), and h carries Bd K1 
onto u(Bd BE). By Lemma 1.3 below, (u#‘)-lh : Bd K1 -+ Bd B, may be 
extended to a PD triangulation of B, by K1 ; then h may be extended 
to a PD triangulation of M # ZO by K. 
Finally, we prove that the concordance class of /3’ is well-defined. 
Let y be a differentiable structure on K x I that is a concordance 
between /3 and another differentiable structure /3r ; let P denote (K x I), 
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with its PL structure forgotten. M is the lower boundary component 
of P; let iPI1 denote the other. Let u1 : Rn + Mi be an imbedding, let 
+r : P-l ---t P-l be a di!feomorphism representing a; form M, # Z0 
using these maps. 
It is not hard to find an imbedding U : R” x I -+ P extending u and 
u1 ; let @ : P-l X I + P-l x I be a weak differentiable isotopy 
connecting 4 and $r (1.9 of [6]). 
Form the differentiable manifold Q whose topological space is that 
of P, but whose differentiable structure is specified by requiring inclusion 
P - qo x I) --f Q and U@':R" x I+Q 
to be differentiable imbeddings, where @’ : R” x I -+ An x I is the 
radial extension of @. The boundary of Q consists of M # ,X0 and 
Ml#Z. 
Now the identity map K x I + P is a PD triangulation; alter it 
within U(B” x I) to obtain a PD triangulation G : K x I + P that 
induces a triangulation of U(B, x I). (T o see this is possible, consider 
P as a submanifold of a nonbounded manifold N, and extend U to an 
imbedding U : R” x (-6, 1 + 6) -+ N. Choose a PD triangulation of 
U(Bd B, x I), and apply 10.4 (a) and 10.11 of [5], using Bd P and 
U(BdB, x (-8, 1 + 6)) as the submanifolds N, and N2 .) 
Define H : K x I -+Q to be equal to G on the subcomplex 
L, = G-l(P - U(Int B, x I)). Let L, = C&K x I - L,). Now 
L, n (K x 0) and L, n (K x 1) are combinatorial balls, and H carries 
Bd(L, n (K x i)) onto U@‘(Bd B, x z) for i = 0, 1. Extend H to a PD 
triangulation of Bd Q by K x Bd I, using 1.3. Similarly, L, is a combi- 
natorial ball, since it piecewise differentiably triangulates B, x I under 
U-lG, and H carries BdL, onto U@‘(Bd(B, x I)). By 1.3, we may 
extend H to a PD triangulation of Q by K x I. The differentiable 
structure on K x I induced by H is the desired concordance. 
It is straightforward to check that (/I 0 u) 0 u’ is concordant to 
/I 0 (u + u’), since each is represented by the manifold M # Z~o+o,~ . 
This completes the proof that /3 -+ fi 0 u is a well-defined action of l-‘, 
on concordance classes. 
Finally, we show that the concordance inertia group of M is inde- 
pendent of its PL structure and orientation (if any). Let L be another PL 
structure on M; let j3’ be the differentiable structure on L induced by 
the identity i’ : L -+ M. We wish to prove that /3’ 0 u is concordant to 
/3’ if, and only if, /3 0 u is concordant to j3. By 10.9 and 10.12 of [5], 
i’ : L --f M is PD isotopic to a triangulation i” : L -+ M such that the 
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composite 8 : L -5 M Zt K is PL. Let /3” be the differentiable structure 
on L induced by i”; since i’ and i” are PD isotopic, j3’ and 8” are con- 
cordant. Then /!I’ 0 u and ,B” 0 u are also concordant. On the other hand, 
% is a PL homeomorphism carrying the differentiable structure p” to 
the differentiable structure /I. Hence /3 0 CT is concordant to ,8 if, and 
only if, /3” o CJ is concordant to p”. 
Independence of the orientation is easy. Let -@ denote the opposite 
orientation to /3. Then if /3 o u is concordant to /?, -(/I 0 u) is concordant 
to +3. But -(/3 0 u) = (-/?) 0 (-u). 
1.3. LEMMA. Let X be a product of unit balls; let L be a complex 
piecewise di.erentiably triangulating X. Then L is a combinatorial ball, 
and any PD triangulation h : BdL --f Bd X may be extended to a PD 
triangulation of X by L. 
Proof. Extending h requires some work. The obvious (radial) 
extension will fail to be PD in general, even if X is a single ball. 
We treat the case X = BP x BP; q 3 0, p + q = n, for convenience. 
Let BP and BQ be smoothly triangulated by KI and K, , respectively. 
Then BP x B* is smoothly triangulated by K, x K, , which is a product 
of combinatorial balls (by 10.5 of [5]) and hence itself a combinatorial 
ball. If L smoothly triangulates BP x Bq, then L is PL homeomorphic 
to KI x Kz and is thus a combinatorial ball. (To see this, apply 10.11 
of [5], taking Bd BP x 129 and RP x Bd Bq as the submanifolds Ni 
and N, .) 
Given h : BdL -+ Bd(Bp x BP), there exists a PD triangulation 
k : J---t BP x Bq such that k-lh is PL. (For h may be extended to a 
map h’ : BdL x [-I, l] + Rp x Rq triangulating a neighborhood of 
Bd(Bp x Bq) in RP x Rq by setting h’(x, t) = (1 + t/2) h(x); then 10.7 
of [5] applies.) As proved above, L and J are combinatorial balls, so we 
may extend k-lh : BdL + Bd J to a PL homeomorphism 9 : L + J. 
Extend h to L by setting h = k%. 
1.4. THEOREM. Let D be a combinatorial ball in K. If /3 and /I’ are 
dzyerentiable structures on K that agree outside D, then 8’ is concordant 
to fl 0 u for some u. 
Proof. Let f  : K,, + KB be the identity map, let p be a point of D. 
Since f  is a diffeomorphism outside D and D is contractible, f  may be 
smoothed to a diffeomorphism fO modp (5.1 of [6]). Let up be the 
obstruction Aof,, to smoothing fO , for u in r, . 
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Now construct /3 o u as the differentiable structure induced by 
h : K--f M # Z0 as in 1.2, letting u(0) be the point p. Choose a combi- 
natorial ball E in K such that u(P) C E C u(B,) for some ball B, of large 
radius. Again by 5.1 of [6], the identity g : K. 4 K,,, may be smoothed 
to a diffeomorphism g, mod p without changing it outside u(B,.). Refer 
g, to the coordinate systems about p, u : R” --f K, and h-‘u#’ : Rn -+ K,,, . 
One then has the map (h-l~J’)-l g,u : R” + Rn that is a diffeomorphism 
mod 0 and equals (+‘)-l outside B, , (since g, is the identity outside 
u(B,) and h is the identity outside u(B”)). By definition, the coefficient 
of h,g,, on p is represented by (6’)~~ restricted to the sphere S, ; hence 
hog, = -up. 
The identity map gf : K,, + KBoo may then be smoothed to a diffeo- 
morphism because its zero-dimensional obstruction vanishes, whence fl’ 
is concordant to p 0 u ([4], p. 1X5). 
Note. I know of no direct geometric proof of this lemma (i.e., one 
that does not use smoothing theory). 
1.5. Remark. It is easy to see that if M is not compact, I,(M) is the 
entire group r, ; and if M is not orientable, I,(M) contains all elements 
of r, divisible by 2. To get interesting examples, we restrict ourselves 
henceforth to the compact orientable case. 
2. COMPUTING CONCORDANCE INERTIA GROUPS 
2.1. DEFINITION. Given a! in riP1(SO(j)), we define 
7, : rj,l --f r,,j 
as follows: 
Let # : Si-l -+ SO(i) be a smooth map representing a; let 4 : Ri -+ Rj 
be a diffeomorphism that equals the identity outside a compact set and 
represents the element u of J’,+l . (Via stereographic projection, 4 
induces a diffeomorphism of Sj.) Define diffeomorphisms Y and Qi of 
Sip1 x Ri by the equations 
~~~, Y) = (x7 %4 - Y> and @P(% Y) = (XI (b(Y))* 
The diffeomorphism Y-WP of 3-i x Rj is the identity outside a 
compact set; via the standard imbedding (x, y) -+ (x, y)/ll(~, y)I] of 
S-l x Rj in Si+j-l, it induces a diffeomorphism of Si+jP1. ~~(0) is defined 
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as the element of ri+j represented by this diffeomorphism; it is easy to 
see it depends only on CII and u. 
T, is clearly a homomorphism. It is also linear as a function of cy: 
Since CD extends trivially to a diffeomorphism of Bi x Rj, it induces a 
diffeomorphism of Si+i-l representing the zero element of ri+j . Hence 
the diffeomorphism of S i+j-l induced by @-lY-l@Y represents T=(U). 
If #r and #a map Si-l into SO(j), # = +i * #a represents their homotopy 
sum; let +i and #s equal the identity on the upper and lower hemi- 
spheres, respectively. Then 
by direct computation. 
The following lemma gives the connection between our smoothing 
theory and concordance inertia groups. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let A, be deJined as in [6]. Let M be compact orientable. 
There is an exact sequence 
0 ---f I,(M) -+ r, G (... (H,(M; Q/image A,) . ..)/image A, - 0 
where rr is obtainedfrom the natural isomorphism P, + H,(M; F,). 
Proof. We showed in 1.4 that the obstruction O,(f) to smoothing 
the identity map f : Ke + KeQo is represented by the O-chain (-up). 
Now j3 is concordant to j3 0 u if, and only if, the identity f : KB -+ KBoo 
may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism; by 2.5 of [6], this occurs if, and 
only if, S,(f), which is the class of -up in 
(... (H,(M; r,)/image A,) s..)/image A, , 
vanishes. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let M be a compact orientable n manifold containing 
a nonbounded connected submanifold P of dimension i whose normal bundle 
is almost trivializable. Orient M and P. Let 01 in z--I(SO(j)) represent 
the obstruction to trivializing v(P), where j = n - i. Then the composite 
is defined and is induced by 7, : I’i,I -+ P, . 
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Proof Let N be a smooth tubular neighborhood of P in M, having 
Rj as fibre. Let v : Bi --+ P be an orientation preserving imbedding; 
extend v to a trivialization 
v:Bi x Rj+M 
of N 1 v(Bi). Let p = v(O); choose also a trivialization 
w:(P-p) x Rj-+M 
of N 1 (P - p). For x in Si-i, 
w-w, Y) = (+9,1c1(4 . Y), 
where 4 : Si-l -+ SO(j) represents 01. 
Consider the natural imbedding P-l x Bi --t 9-l that carries (x, y) 
into (x, y)/jI(x, y)jj; let the image set be A. Choose a smooth imbedding 
g : Bn + Bi x Ri that equals the inverse of this map on A, carries the 
rest of P-l outside Bi x Bj, and equals the identity on the ball Bi. Let 
u=vg:B”+M. 
Given (T in r,+r , we define a homeomorphism f : M--t M depending 
on u that is a diffeomorphism except at p. Represent u by a diffeo- 
morphism 4 of Ri that equals the identity outside Bi. Let 6(x) be a 
smooth function on P that equals 1 outside v(Bi), is positive on P - p, 
and vanishes at p. Now take the diffeomorphism of (P - p) x Bj: 
(x, Y) - (x7 w ~(r/WN; 
it induces via w a diffeomorphismf of N j (P - p). Since f is the identity 
outside the set w({(x, y) 1 11 y I( < 6(x))), we may extend f to M by 
setting it equal to the identity elsewhere. 
Now f is a diffeomorphism except at p; it is straightforward to check 
that it is in fact a diffeomorphism mod p. Furthermore, the obstruction 
h,f to smoothing f equals the O-chain TV p t f induces via v following 
diffeomorphism of 9-l x Ri with itself: 
(x9 Y) - (x9 ~W’ * 5&w ’ Y))- 
Then via u = vg, f induces a diffeomorphism x of P-l representing 
T,(U). But by definition of h,f, the diffeomorphism of S+’ induced by f 
represents the value of the obstruction chain h,f at the point p. 
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Finally, we show that {X,f} = /J(cGz), where z is the homology class 
represented by the fundamental cycle of P. For this, we refer to the 
definition of fli in [6]. W e need first to construct a strong deformation F 
connecting the identity and f. Let c(t) be a monotonic smooth function 
that is 0 for t < 0, positive for 0 < t < 1, and 1 for 1 < t. Take the 
following diffeomorphism of (P - p) x Bj x R : (x, y, t) + (x, y, t) for 
t < 0, and 
(x9 Y> t) + c% $4 +I e+w 4t)h “) for t > 0. 
It induces via w a diffeomorphism F of (N 1 (P - p)) x R that is 
the identity outside the set w(((x, y, t) ) )I y 1) < 6(x) c(t)}). Extend F 
to M x R by letting it equal the identity elsewhere. (The idea here 
is that F(x, 1) equals f (x), which is the identity outside a small neigh- 
borhood of P, and as t -+ 0, we gradually shrink this neighborhood 
to P.) It is straightforward to check that F is a diffeomorphism 
mod(P x 0) u (p x R,), so that it is a strong deformation (1.4 of [7]) 
connecting the identity and the map f. Then if diF is the difference 
chain of F (1.3 of [6]), A,(d,F) = {h,f} by definition. 
Now the obstruction X,F to smoothing F is obtained by looking at a 
j + 1 plane normal in P x R to an i-simplex of P x 0, taking a small 
j sphere S in that plane, and evaluating F on that sphere. It is not hard 
to choose 5’ so that F will carry it onto itself by a diffeomorphism that 
equals 4 (shrunk) within a small ball and equals the identity elsewhere. 
Then the value of hiF on each i simplex of P equals u, so h,F = a(z x 0). 
Then diF = UZ, SO 
as desired. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of the preceding theorem, 
I,(M) contains T,(T~+~). 
Proof. This fact is an immediate consequence of 2.2 and 2.3, but it 
may also be given a direct geometric proof that applies even when M 
is not orientable. We include it here for completeness. 
Assume the notation of the first four paragraphs of the proof of 2.3. 
Extend u : Bn 4 M to an imbedding u : R” -+ M; let u’ denote T,(U); 
form M # ZOj from M by requiring inclusion 
M--p-+-t and ux’: R”-+ M 
to be differentiable, where x’ is the radial extension of x. 
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Now the restriction off to M, = M - u(Int Bn) is a diffeomorphism 
of this manifold with itself that may be extended to a diffeomorphism 
of M with Mz#Zof : Use u and ux’ as coordinate systems covering 
U(P) in M and M # Z,,, , respectively; and note that (ux’)-‘fu is the 
identity on P-i. Since this map extends to a diffeomorphism of B”, 
f extends to a diffeomorphism f’ of M with M # .&! . 
This proves that I(M) contains T,(U); to prove that I,(M) contains 
T,(U) as well requires a little more work. We construct triangulations 
h : K + M and k : K---t M # ZO, that agree outside u(Bn) such that 
the composite 
k’ : K --@-+ M # .&I - (f’)-’ M 
is PD weakly isotopic to h. The differentiable structure on K x I 
induced by the weak isotopy will be the desired concordance. 
Let P, = P - v(Int Bi). Choose PD triangulations of PO and Bj; 
say by J and Aj; use their product and the map w to triangulate 
w(Po x Bj); extend to a PD triangulation of M under which u(Bn) is a 
polyhedron. Let h : K + M be this triangulation; let k : K + M # Zcr 
be a PD triangulation that agrees with h outside u(B”). 
We define the PD isotopy H : K x I + M x I in several steps. First, 
we let it equal h on K x 0 and k’ on K x 1. And we let it equal the 
trivial extension of h (and of k’) outside the two pieces 
h-~(zu(P, x Bj)) x I and h-l(u(B”)) x I. 
Consider next h-l(w(P,, x Bi)). By choice of the triangulation of M, 
there is a PL homeomorphism 19 of J x dj with this complex. Look at 
the composite maps 
and 
h” : J x Ai B’KL M&P,, x B’ 
k” : J x Aj 8_ K”‘-M ti PO x Bj. 
By construction, h” is of the form h”(x,y) = (a(x), b(y)). Now k’ = (f ‘)-lk; 
it follows from the definition of f' that k”(x,y) = (a(x), +-l(b(y))). 
(Recall that # is a diffeomorphism of Bj that equals the identity on the 
boundary.) Define a PD triangulation 
G:AjxI-+BjxI 
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by setting 
and 
G(Y, 0) = (NY), 01, 
G(Y, 1) = W1(b(Y)h l)> 
G(Y, t) = (Y, t) for y in Bd Aj, 
and extending to Aj x I using 1.3. Then map 
by the map a x G carrying (x, y, t) to (a(x), G(y, t)). We define H on 
h-r(w(P,, x Bj)) x I as the composite 
(w x i)(u x G)(O-l x i). 
Consider finally the piece h-l(u(B”)) x I. This is a combinatorial 
ball, and H is already defined on its boundary, carrying it onto 
Bd(u(@) x I). Use 1.3 to extend H across this piece. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let M be the total space of a D’ bundle over Zi having 
a cross-section. Let 01 in Ti&SO( j)) be the characteristic map for the normal 
bundle of the cross-section. Then I,(M) = ~~(r~+,). 
Proof. Because the bundle has a cross-section, it is not hard to see 
that the homology of M in dimensions other than 0 and n = i + j is 
generated by the fundamental cycles of the fibre F and the cross-section 
C. Because F has a trivial normal bundle, all the homomorphisms A, 
vanish on its fundamental cycle, by 2.3. Hence 
(... (H,(M; r,)/image (1,) . ..)/image fl, = H&M; r,)/image (li , 
where image (li = 7,(rj+r). The theorem follows from 2.2. 
2.6. EXAMPLES. According to Levine [3], if a(K) is the nontrivial 
element of nr(SO(R - 1)) for k > 3, then 
Ta(k) : rk - rk+, 
is nontrivial at least for K = 8, 9, 14, 16 and K = 1 mod 8 in general. 
In particular, this means that if M is the nontrivial Sk-l bundle over 
S2, then I,.(M) # 0 for these values of k. 
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Another example: Our theorem implies that I,(23 x 23) = 0 for any 
27 and ,P. On the other hand, Levine shows that if ~~(0) # 0 for some 
01 in n,(SO(K - 1)) and CJ in r, , where i < k, then I(Z,, x 2) # 0 for 
any 2. In particular, for the above values of k, there exist spheres P 
such that l(Zk x 9) # 0. 
2.7. Remark. The preceding examples might seem to suggest that 
I,(M) does not depend on the differentiable structure of M. One can 
show quite readily, using the Hirsch-Mazur smoothing theory, that the 
order at least of the group does not depend on the differentiable structure 
of M. This we prove in a forthcoming paper, “Concordance classes of 
sphere bundles over spheres.” 
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